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Summary

•

We expect the recovery theme to continue supporting the Singapore
economy in 2022. We see broader growth within Singapore’s key economic
engines in 2022, with a sharper recovery expected in the services sector as
the economy reopens.

•

Interest rates are likely to rise in 2022 as we see greater pressure from macro
policy tightening due to higher inflation and business costs. Inflation might
not be as transitory as expected, and rising wages and business costs might
pose as a policy headwind in 2022.

•

As such, we see a gravitation towards companies with quality of earnings
growth and potential defensive growth moats that can sustain and defend
returns. With the spectre of rising inflation, we also favour stocks with strong
pricing power in an inflationary environment.

•

We are positive on alpha opportunities in 2022 and we believe greater
bifurcation in growth will lead to opportunities in stock selection. We favour
the financials, industrials, consumer and technology sectors and are more
cautious on the telecommunications and property sectors.

Looking ahead to 2022
The Singapore economy is on a road to recovery. Although the economy has already rebounded sharply in 2021, we
expect the recovery theme to remain intact and continue supporting the Singapore economy in 2022. We see a
broadening of growth within Singapore’s key economic engines in 2022, with a sharper recovery expected in the
services sector as the economy reopens.
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Interest rates are likely to rise in 2022 as we see greater pressure from macro policy tightening due to higher inflation
and business costs. Inflation might not be as transitory as expected, and rising wages and business costs might pose as
a policy headwind in 2022. With rising inflation and wage costs and slowing revenue growth momentum, the outlook
for margins and corporate earnings appears more challenged in 2022. We emphasise the importance of investing in
quality and sustainable growth franchises, which we believe will outperform in the current macro environment.
Equity returns could moderate from the double-digit returns achieved in 2021. We believe the opportunity in 2022 will
come from stock selection and higher bifurcation opportunities in the Singapore market. We favour financials,
industrials, consumer and technology sectors most while we view the telecommunications and property sectors with
caution.

Singapore poised for continued recovery
Looking back, 2021 has been a good year for the Singapore equity market. The Straits Times Index (STI) returned 12.5%
on a total return basis (as of 3 December 2021), which has more than reversed its loss of 8.1% in 2020. A strong revival in
trade and manufacturing exports helped catalyse a sharp rebound in corporate earnings in 2021, which together with
accommodative policy and attractive valuations, helped drive strong double-digit returns for the Singapore stock
market and catapulted Singapore to one of Asia’s top equity performers in 2021.
We expect recovery to remain a predominant theme in 2022, similar to 2021, during which the economy, equity
markets and corporate earnings all recovered to the pre-COVID levels of 2019. For the year to Q3 2021, Singapore’s GDP
has already risen by more than 7%, which is higher than its pre-pandemic levels in 2019. What is also impressive about
this recovery is that in Q3 2021, Singapore was the only ASEAN-6 economy with real GDP growth (seasonally adjusted)
above its Q4 2019 level.
Looking forward, we expect economic expansion in Singapore to build on the 7% year-on-year GDP growth expected in
2021 and rise by another 3-5% year-on-year in 2022, thanks to tailwinds from the region’s economies reopening and
the normalisation of supply disruptions. We also expect growth in 2022 to become more balanced with services moving
more in equilibrium with manufacturing. Manufacturing and export-oriented sectors, undoubtedly the stars of the
economy in 2021, could see their growth momentum taper off in 2022 but should remain resilient as global demand
continues to be healthy. We believe the service sector should recover and provide most of the incremental growth for
the Singapore economy as we head into 2022. Wholesale retail trade, transport and storage and services could surprise
positively as the country moves towards a new normal in which COVID-19 becomes endemic. Transport services,
traditionally a key contributor to the Singapore economy, could be poised for a strong recovery in 2022 as the travelling
resumes.

Growth and quality should start to outperform
In the recently concluded biannual macroeconomic review, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) said that it is
watching closely for signs of inflation, as it sees the risk of inflation becoming more persistent as opposed to a transitory
bottleneck caused by the pandemic. This also prompted the MAS to tighten its monetary policy setting in October 2021
to address the rise in consumer prices and inflationary pressure caused by supply disruptions and higher wages.
We see the risk of inflation rising further as we enter 2022. Based on the gap between consumer and producer prices,
companies and corporates appear to be bearing a greater brunt of the cost pressure in prices and this could ultimately
flow into consumer prices in 2022. Against this backdrop, we believe the MAS is likely to stay guarded against inflation
and tighten policy when needed. As the economy gradually reopens, domestic prices pressures could further add to
existing supply side pressures caused by supply chain bottlenecks. Should inflation continue to move above 2.0%, we
expect the MAS will further tighten at the next April 2022 policy meeting.
Tighter policy is also likely to have an impact on equity markets. Tapering could start at the end of 2021 in the US with
the Federal Reserve scaling back on asset purchases until mid-2022. Should domestic inflation be less transitory and
more permanent, cost pressure on businesses will inevitably rise, and it would be prudent, in our view, to favour
companies with growth and quality. Our belief is that growth and quality typically perform better during times of
growth scarcity and when higher interest rates, rising cost drivers and slowing revenue momentum introduce greater
uncertainty on earnings.
In 2022, we expect companies with quality and sustainable growth in returns to outperform the broader market, and
prefer them over companies that rely purely on cyclical growth, momentum or value. Growth will become scarcer in
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2022—investors are likely to pay more for earnings growth visibility and certainty in stock and sector selection. As such,
we see a gravitation towards companies with quality of earnings growth and potential defensive growth moats that are
able to sustain and defend returns. With the spectre of rising inflation, we also favour stocks with strong pricing power
in an inflationary environment. Again, we expect quality and growth moats to feature well in performance during times
of inflation.

The return of alpha as growth slows and policy normalises
We expect equity returns to moderate in 2022 following strong double-digit gains in 2021. This is typical when sharp
economic recovery phases descend into moderate growth periods typical of a mid-cycle economic expansion. Against
the backdrop of rising rates, market valuations are also looking less attractive. This could dampen overall market returns
(beta) in 2022 where the market has less room for price-to-earnings expansion and more uncertainty on overall
earnings growth.
We are positive on alpha opportunities in 2022 and we believe greater bifurcation in growth will lead to strong
opportunities in stock selection. We also believe sectors that offer a more sustainable growth profile at reasonable
valuations could attract higher valuations due to scarcity premiums. With this stronger focus on growth and returns, we
prefer sectors which offer continued growth in earnings trajectory in 2022, and those that have growth buffers to offset
earnings weakness. In this category, we like technology, industrials and consumer discretionary and staples where we
see good potential of incremental growth in earnings revisions in 2022.
We like utilities and industrials as we see rising energy prices as a tailwind and the continued push towards
sustainability investment as a growing theme. Rising oil and commodity prices should support earnings in select
industrials. We also continue to have a constructive view of renewable energy opportunities and transition stories
where we identify positive change in a company’s sustainable returns.
We are more positive on consumer discretionary in 2022, especially in Singapore companies with exposure to the
growth in ASEAN consumerisation. We expect ASEAN consumption to recover in 2022, as we believe the region is
poised to play catch up and accelerate faster than most other Asian economies. We also favour consumer staples and
see the sector as a good inflation hedge. Valuations are more attractive after the recent price correction and we see
better relative earnings growth from higher commodity prices as we head into 2022. We particularly favour companies
within the sector in which we identify distinct positive change, such as efforts to improve environmental, social and
governance areas of materiality.
We also like technology hardware and see a potential re-rating in the sector once we overcome the current supply
chain disruptions. Lockdowns imposed by governments and component material shortages have caused significant
impact on the global supply chain, and the alleviation of these bottlenecks through government relaxation and private
initiatives to improve supply chain issues should allow tech companies to ride on the broader reopening and the capex
recovery in manufacturing and trade. We also believe most of the tech hardware companies in Singapore are trading at
attractive valuations, from a historical perspective and also compared to their peers in the region.
We like select financials and believe banks will continue to be a beneficiary of rising interest rates. We also see banks
benefitting from financing opportunities with the resumption of trade agreements in the region. While we also like
communication services such as e-commerce for their attractive growth proposition in next few years, we are more
cautious on their valuations. We have a cautious view of telecommunications due to more lacklustre growth prospects
and are also relatively cautious on property and REITs, due to rising interest rates and a tightening liquidity
environment.

Corporate restructuring in new Singapore
We remain positive on the corporate restructuring theme in Singapore. In 2022, we expect corporate restructuring
beneficiaries to feature more in companies that have embraced innovation to better compete in a post-pandemic
economy, as well as companies making positive transitions in their journeys towards sustainability. We believe
successful execution in their respective corporate restructurings will raise the potential of overall sustainable returns
and provide a re-rating in valuations.
We are more upbeat on reopening beneficiaries in 2022 and expect companies that have restructured to be well-placed
for the transition to an endemic new normal. An example would be in private healthcare operators, where companies
have stepped up to support government efforts to provide testing and vaccinations, even as their primary hospital
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business suffered. Today, this restructuring has positioned them well in Singapore’s new norm of “test, trace and
vaccinate”, and the business for healthcare services has doubled from pre-pandemic levels. Also, vaccination rates rising
to levels that allow economies in the ASEAN region to reopen borders and resume travel could mean a strong revival of
foreign medical tourism in Singapore, as more foreign patients return for elective procedures and the requirements for
testing drives continued growth in healthcare services.
The energy transition story in renewables also presents an exciting area of growth and transformation for Singapore Inc.
We see this as particularly relevant in the industrials sector, notably in infrastructure and utilities where there are
growing opportunities to invest in sustainability. We also favour companies well placed in the energy transition towards
renewables, where companies have demonstrated clear and aggressive plans to grow their renewables portfolio
through decarbonisation initiatives, tapped green financing and accelerated capital recycling for growth. We also see
this expansion in renewable energy happening at a time when ASEAN governments are also accelerating plans to
decarbonise. With good execution, we believe this could see companies improving on their sustainable returns and rerating with higher valuation multiples.

Increased focus on dividend growth
We believe dividend investing remains relevant in a time of rising interest rates and slowing growth. Against the
backdrop of growth deceleration in 2022, capital preservation and sustenance of returns will become even more
important as a source of returns. We continue to be constructive in dividend investing and expect greater focus on high
and rising dividend stocks in the current macro backdrop.
We believe the backdrop of rising yields would not necessarily weaken the prospects of high-yielding dividend stocks,
but rather underline the importance of dividend growth. In Singapore, we also continue to find that the spread for
dividend yields against bond yields remains attractive, despite rising bond yields. This spread will remain supportive for
high-yielding dividend companies. The strategy in dividend investing for 2022 will increasingly focus on dividend
growth rather than dividend yields, as we expect dividend growth opportunities could be scarcer amid a rising interest
rate environment. As such, we see the potential for companies with high and rising dividend growth profiles to be rerated with higher valuations during a time where broader earnings growth moderate.
We also see quality and sustainable returns featuring as a key driver of performance in dividend investing. We like
selected financials, industrials and technology companies that are well positioned to deliver and increase dividends in
2022. We also see selective retail REITs and logistic REITS outperforming in 2022. We see retail REITs as a beneficiary of
the reopening trade in Singapore, and logistic REITS benefitting from Singapore’s rising role as a regional
manufacturing hub in technology, transportation and financial services.

Key themes of recovery, rates and returns in 2022
In summary, we expect the growth story in the Singapore economy to continue into 2022, where we see a greater
contribution from the recovery in the service sector. This continued recovery will also underpin growth in corporate
earnings for the Singapore equity market. 2022 will also see the spectre of rising inflation and interest rates. In our
opinion, we believe companies with quality and sustainable growth will outperform during a time of slowing earnings
growth and rising cost pressures. Finally, against the backdrop of ebbing liquidity and policy support coupled with
slowing global growth momentum, we expect overall equity market returns to moderate in 2022. However, we remain
positive on alpha opportunities in Singapore. We believe the moderation of earnings growth and tighter policy
headwinds will lead to greater dispersion in earnings growth across sectors and higher bifurcation in stock returns. This
will favour stock pickers, in our view. We favour financials, industrials, consumer and technology sectors most in 2022.
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Important information: This document is prepared by Nikko Asset Management Co., Ltd. and/or its affiliates (Nikko AM) and is for distribution only
under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable laws. This document does not constitute personal investment advice or a personal
recommendation and it does not consider in any way the objectives, financial situation or needs of any recipients. All recipients are recommended to
consult with their independent tax, financial and legal advisers prior to any investment.
This document is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investments or
participate in any trading strategy. Moreover, the information in this document will not affect Nikko AM’s investment strategy in any way. The
information and opinions in this document have been derived from or reached from sources believed in good faith to be reliable but have not been
independently verified. Nikko AM makes no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, and accepts no responsibility or liability for the
accuracy or completeness of this document. No reliance should be placed on any assumptions, forecasts, projections, estimates or prospects
contained within this document. This document should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Opinions
stated in this document may change without notice.
In any investment, past performance is neither an indication nor guarantee of future performance and a loss of capital may occur. Estimates of future
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised. Investors should be able to withstand the loss of any principal investment. The
mention of individual securities, sectors, regions or countries within this document does not imply a recommendation to buy or sell.
Nikko AM accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any part of this document, provided that
nothing herein excludes or restricts any liability of Nikko AM under applicable regulatory rules or requirements.
All information contained in this document is solely for the attention and use of the intended recipients. Any use beyond that intended by Nikko AM
is strictly prohibited.
Japan: The information contained in this document pertaining specifically to the investment products is not directed at persons in Japan nor is it
intended for distribution to persons in Japan. Registration Number: Director of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments firms) No. 368
Member Associations: The Investment Trusts Association, Japan/Japan Investment Advisers Association.
United Kingdom and rest of Europe: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd, which is authorised and regulated in
the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) (FRN 122084). This document constitutes a financial promotion for the purposes of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the FCA in the United Kingdom, and is directed at professional
clients as defined in the FCA Handbook of Rules and Guidance.
United States: This document may not be duplicated, quoted, discussed or otherwise shared without prior consent. Any offering or distribution of a
Fund in the United States may only be conducted via a licensed and registered broker-dealer or a duly qualified entity. Nikko Asset Management
Americas, Inc. is a United States Registered Investment Adviser.
Singapore: This document is for information to institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289), and intermediaries
only. Nikko Asset Management Asia Limited (Co. Reg. No. 198202562H) is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Hong Kong: This document is for information to professional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance, and intermediaries only.
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission or any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. Nikko
Asset Management Hong Kong Limited is a licensed corporation in Hong Kong.
New Zealand: This document is issued in New Zealand by Nikko Asset Management New Zealand Limited (Company No. 606057, FSP22562). It is for
the use of wholesale clients, researchers, licensed financial advisers and their authorised representatives only.
Kingdom of Bahrain: The document has not been approved by the Central Bank of Bahrain which takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to
the public to purchase the Strategy will be made in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document is intended to be read by the addressee only and must
not be passed to, issued to, or shown to the public generally.
Kuwait: This document is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Strategy has not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwaiti
Capital Markets Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Strategy in Kuwait on the basis a private placement or
public offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 7 of 2010 and the bylaws thereto (as amended). No private or public
offering of the Strategy is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the Strategy will be concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or
solicitation or inducement activities are being used to offer or market the Strategy in Kuwait.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME), which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) in the United
Kingdom (the FCA Rules). This document should not be reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full
or in part for any purpose whatsoever without a prior written permission from Nikko AME.
This document does not constitute investment advice or a personal recommendation and does not consider in any way the suitability or
appropriateness of the subject matter for the individual circumstances of any recipient. In providing a person with this document, Nikko AME is not
treating that person as a client for the purposes of the FCA Rules other than those relating to financial promotion and that person will not therefore
benefit from any protections that would be available to such clients.
Nikko AME and its associates and/or its or their officers, directors or employees may have or have had positions or material interests, may at any time
make purchases and/or sales as principal or agent, may provide or have provided corporate finance services to issuers or may provide or have
provided significant advice or investment services in any investments referred to in this document or in related investments. Relevant confidential
information, if any, known within any company in the Nikko AM group or Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings group and not available to Nikko AME
because of regulations or internal procedure is not reflected in this document. The investments mentioned in this document may not be eligible for
sale in some states or countries, and they may not be suitable for all types of investors.
Oman: The information contained in this document nether constitutes a public offer of securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by the
Commercial companies law of Oman (Royal decree 4/74) or the Capital Markets Law of Oman (Royal Decree80/98, nor does it constitute an offer to
sell, or the solicitation of any offer to buy non-Omani securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by Article 139 of the Executive Regulations
to the Capital Market law (issued by Decision No. 1/2009). This document is not intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of whatsoever
nature within the territory of the Sultanate of Oman.
Qatar (excluding QFC): The Strategies are only being offered to a limited number of investors who are willing and able to conduct an independent
investigation of the risks involved in an investment in such Strategies. The document does not constitute an offer to the public and should not be
reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full or in part for any purpose whatsoever without a prior
written permission from Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME). No transaction will be concluded in your jurisdiction and any inquiries
regarding the Strategies should be made to Nikko AME.
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United Arab Emirates (excluding DIFC): This document and the information contained herein, do not constitute, and is not intended to constitute,
a public offer of securities in the United Arab Emirates and accordingly should not be construed as such. The Strategy is only being offered to a
limited number of investors in the UAE who are (a) willing and able to conduct an independent investigation of the risks involved in an investment in
such Strategy, and (b) upon their specific request.
The Strategy has not been approved by or licensed or registered with the UAE Central Bank, the Securities and Commodities Authority or any other
relevant licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the UAE. This document is for the use of the named addressee only and should not be
given or shown to any other person (other than employees, agents or consultants in connection with the addressee's consideration thereof).
No transaction will be concluded in the UAE and any inquiries regarding the Strategy should be made to Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd.
Republic of Korea: This document is being provided for general information purposes only, and shall not, and under no circumstances is, to be
construed as, an offering of financial investment products or services. Nikko AM is not making any representation with respect to the eligibility of any
person to acquire any financial investment product or service. The offering and sale of any financial investment product is subject to the applicable
regulations of the Republic of Korea. Any interests in a fund or collective investment scheme shall be sold after such fund is registered under the
private placement registration regime in accordance with the applicable regulations of the Republic of Korea, and the offering of such registered fund
shall be conducted only through a locally licensed distributor.
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